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Abstract

Experimental and theoretical results on core-excited variable-size atomic and molecular clusters are reported. Rydberg
excitations in rare gas clusters serve to study core–hole localization phenomena in weakly bound atomic systems.
Specifically, 3s excited variable size argon clusters exhibit distinct shifts of the 3s→np window resonances converging to the
Ar 3s ionization threshold. These shifts are assigned on the basis of the quasiatomic approach, considering the influence of
nearest neighbors as well as long range effects on the Ar 3s→np Rydberg series. Experimental results on 1s-excited
nitrogen- and carbon monoxide-clusters show almost identical spectra compared to the bare molecules and the solid. A
significant blue-shift of the s* shape-resonance relative to the isolated molecule is found in homogeneous nitrogen clusters
and in the solid, whereas no shifts are observed in CO-clusters. These results are rationalized by using the quasiatomic
approach in terms of differences in dynamic localization of core-excitations in the regime of s* shape-resonances.  2000
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction [3–5,14–20]. The main spectral changes that are
observed as a function of cluster size are bracketed

Free clusters have received considerable attention by the atoms on one hand and the condensed phase
recently since they are known to bridge the gap on the other hand. Condensed phase spectra are
between the gas phase and condensed phase of dominated by bulk excitations, whereas surface
matter [1,2]. The geometric and electronic structure excitations occur preferentially in clusters because of
of variable size clusters reflect size dependent prop- their high and variable surface-to-bulk ratio. Several
erties of matter, which are suitably investigated by inner-valence and core excitation edges of free rare
inner-shell excitation [3–5]. Increasing step by step gas clusters have been investigated in the past, such
the number of atoms N embodied in a cluster X as Ar 3s [6,7,12,13], Ar 2p [4,5,14], Ar 1s [3,16], NeN

leads finally to the transformation into the solid state 1s [15], and Kr 3d [19,20]. These studies show the
(X , with N5`). systematic conversion of atomic Rydberg states intoN

Several studies on rare gas clusters have been the corresponding exciton states in the solid, where
performed in the past using vacuum ultraviolet in free clusters often a mixture of surface and bulk
radiation [6–13] as well as soft and hard X-rays resonances is observed. These are shifted in energy

with respect to the corresponding atomic transitions,
reflecting the influence of changes in polarization*Corresponding author.

**Also corresponding author. and screening effects in clusters. A clear correlation
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between atomic one electron n l → nl transitions pounds consisting of equivalent or quasi-equivalent0 0

and the corresponding exciton states in the solid atomic sites give the perspective to understand in
become evident with increasing cluster size, which is greater detail core hole localization and core–hole
due to: (i) strong dynamic core–hole localization and symmetry breaking phenomena in matter. The latter
(ii) strong energy separation of low lying atomic aspect has discussed recently in the context of
Rydberg transitions in the core-excitation regime. In resonant X-ray emission spectroscopy [31,32]. This
contrast to the lowest Rydberg transitions, higher is the motivation of the present work, where the
lying Rydberg states with larger radius and higher localization of excitations in variable size rare gas
orbital momentum l show a different behavior since clusters and molecular clusters is studied. We report
their dispersion is expected to be much more compli- both, experimental and theoretical results on size

21cated as a result of the radial inhomogeneity and dependent properties of 3s np excited in argon
anisotropy of the cluster potential [21]. clusters Ar , 1s-excited nitrogen clusters (N ) , asN 2 N

The core excitation regime of molecules is domi- well as C 1s- and O 1s-excited carbon monoxide
nated by intense transitions into unoccupied valence clusters (CO) . The results are also compared withN

orbitals, which are located either below or above the properties of the isolated molecules and the con-
core ionization thresholds [22]. Shape resonances densed phase. Finally, the theoretical model, which
dominate the absorption cross sections in the core is based on the quasi atomic (QA) approach
ionization continua [22,23]. These broad features are [30,33,34] is applied in order to make predictions on
often treated as one-electron phenomena [24], since size dependent changes in electronic and dynamic
they are either associated with transitions from core properties of C 1s- and O 1s-excited carbon dioxide
levels to virtual molecular orbitals lying in core clusters.
ionization continua [25] or with trapping of the
ejected electron by the molecular cation potential
[26]. Important properties of continuum resonances 2. Experimental
are related to core–hole localization and core–hole
symmetry breaking: Recent studies on resonant The experimental setup consists of a molecular
inelastic X-ray scattering [27,28] and angular dis- beam experiment which has been described earlier in
tributions of photoelectrons from N and CO detail [35]. It is mounted behind the exit slit of2 2

[29,30] show evidence for different localization of various soft X-ray monochromators. For the present
the N and O 1s-shell excitations. It is found that the study we used the following beam lines at the

21N 1s -states in nitrogen are delocalized, whereas storage ring BESSY-I: TGM-7 (20–100 eV) [36] and
21the O 1s -states in carbon dioxide are localized. HE-TGM-II (200–600 eV) [37]. The energy resolv-

Such differences in localization are found to be ing power (E /DE) of these beam lines is typically on
associated with different relaxation behavior of core- the order of 300–500. It decreases with photon
excited molecular ions. Differently conditioned energy reaching E /DE¯200 in the O 1s regime,
changes in atomic motion after core-excitation serve since the 1000 l /mm-grating, that was used for the
to investigate dynamic properties of shape reso- present work, is not optimized for high photon
nances [30]. These are expected to play an important energies. Clusters are formed in the supersonic jet
role in molecular clusters, especially since the expansion using a nozzle diameter of 50 mm.
equivalence of atomic sites in free molecules, such Homogeneous clusters are obtained by expanding
as in nitrogen, is disturbed by the low symmetry neat gases, whereas heterogeneous clusters are ob-
cluster potential. tained from expansions of gas mixtures of defined

Excitations in the solid state are usually described mixing ratio. Variable size clusters are obtained by
by delocalized Bloch functions, which can in turn be changing the expansion conditions of the jet. This is
traced back into localized excitations in the atom. As done most efficiently by changing the stagnation
a result, the localization and size dependence of pressure p and the stagnation temperature T . The0 0

excitations are closely related. Size dependent prop- average cluster size kNl is changed adjusting the
erties of core-excited states in variable size com- stagnation temperature T of the nozzle expansion,0
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while keeping the stagnation pressure constantly at 3. Theoretical
typically 4–5 bar. However, this quantity is only
accessible for atomic clusters, where kNl is obtained The QA approach [30,33,34] allows to describe
by calculating the reduced scaling parameter G * spectral and angular dependences of inner-shell
[38], which is correlated with kNl, according to photoprocesses in terms of strongly localized atomic-
earlier work [39,40]. As a result, argon clusters up to like orbitals in free molecules [42,43]. It is assumed
kNl5750 are obtained with the present setup [4]. that the processes are initiated in one of the atomic
However, this method does not work properly for sites that are located in the compound or cluster. The
molecular clusters, since cooling of the internal electron optical properties of the surroundings of the
degrees of freedom of the molecular species cannot core-excited atom, such as reflectivity, transmission,
be controlled easily [41]. Therefore, we can only rely refraction, and the photoelectron loss function, cause
in the case of molecular clusters on maximum cluster changes in the spectral and angular dependence of
sizes N , which are obtained from time-of-flight atomic photoprocesses. A pseudopotential concept ismax

mass spectra (cf. [17]). N is sensitive to the onset used in order to calculate the characteristic propertiesmax

of cluster formation, but for inner-shell excitation of the surroundings of the absorbing center [44]. The
this quantity is regarded as a lower limit of kNl, series of QA equations describing the amplitudes of
since massive fragmentation leads to the formation electron waves which are reflected from the sur-
of small fragment ions upon fission of the multiply roundings B (E, b) or transmitted through thelml 9m9

charged clusters which are formed after core excita- surroundings T (E, R ) are obtained from anlml 9m9 mol

tion. In the case of homogeneous molecular clusters application of the variable phase approach [45,46],
we assume that kNl,100 for the conditions used in according to Refs. [33,34]:
the present study, corresponding to N 530 at T 5max 0

1 2 1 2B9 5 [F 1 BF ]W[F 1 F B] (1)170 K and p 55 bar [17].0

The skimmed jet is crossed with the mono-
1 1 2chromatic soft X-ray beam in the ionization region of T 9 5 2 TF W[F 1 BF ], (2)

a time-of-flight mass spectrometer. Cations are
formed upon photoionization, which are mass-select- where E is the kinetic energy of the photoelectron, l
ed in the time-of-flight mass spectrometer. Electrons and l9 are the photoelectron orbital momenta before
are extracted into opposite direction into a total and after the interaction with the surroundings
electron detector, consisting of a channeltron which potential, m and m9 are their projections, R is themol

is mounted in 1 cm distance from the ionization radius of the region inside which the reflected waves
region. are formed, b is the radius of atomic core, B 5

Total electron yield spectra of solid samples are hB (E, r)j, T 5 hT (E, r)j, B9 5 h≠B /≠rj,lml 9m9 lml 9m9 lml 9m9

obtained by using a ultrahigh vacuum setup (base T 9 5 h≠T /≠rj, and W is the interaction matrix.lml 9m9
210pressure: 5?10 mbar), which is equipped with a Its elements are W (r) 5 olml 9m9 m

cold head, which is kept at 25 K using a closed cycle W (r)eY (V )Y (V )Y (V )Y (V )dV, where W ism lm m l 9m9 l 9m9 m
mhelium refrigerator [20]. The gaseous samples are the 2 -pole momentum of the surroundings poten-

condensed on a sapphire platelet, which is equipped tial, and Y (V ) is a spherical function centered atlm
6with two gold electrodes. Total electron yields are the excited atom. V are diagonal matrices, their

measured by using an additional electrode which is non-zero elements are partial radial wave functions
mounted in 1 cm distance from the condensed outgoing from and incoming into the excited atom,
sample. The molecular films are slowly dosed on the respectively. The border conditions B(r . R )50mol

platelet and are annealed by gentle heating before (for Eq. (1)) and T(r ¯ b) 5 1 if l 5 l 61 and T(r ¯0

exposure to the X-ray beam. b) 5 0, if l ± l 61 (for Eq. (2)). Strong core–hole0

The gaseous sample gases are of commercial localization and core–hole symmetry breaking are
quality (Linde, Germany). They are used for the postulated, if the time dependence of the core-excita-
present study without further purification (Ar, N , tions is neglected: The core-excited atom is regarded2

and CO: purity: .99.99%). as a ‘point defect’ which is incorporated in a crystal
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lattice or in a molecule. The QA model gives, the strong coupling of the Rydberg states with the
therefore, a perspective to take core–hole delocaliza- underlying Ar 4p continuum. Fig. 1(b) corresponds
tion into account by including the time evolution of to a TEY spectrum which is recorded at expansion
strongly localized core-excitations, as will be shown conditions corresponding to kNl5750. It is similar in
in the following. shape as the atomic TEY, but there occurs a broad

feature at 27.6 eV. These relatively small size depen-
dent changes are a result of the fact that the atomic

4. Results and discussion window resonances have a considerably higher ab-
sorption cross section than the corresponding fea-

4.1. Argon clusters tures in the solid [48]. Therefore, the TEY spectra of
clusters indicate that a large fraction of the jet

Fig. 1 shows a series of total electron yield spectra consists of clusters. The atomic contribution is
(TEY). The bottom spectrum represents the TEY of subtracted from the raw TEY spectra in order to
the atomic beam (Fig. 1(a)). The spectrum is domi- observe changes in the electronic structure as a
nated by a series of window resonances corre- function of the average cluster size kNl. The re-
sponding to Ar 3s→np Rydberg transitions, which sulting spectra are shown in Fig. 1(c)–(e). The
converge to the Ar 3s ionization energy at 29.240 eV energy positions of the dominant spectral features
[6,47]. The shape of the window resonances reflects and spectral assignments are listed in Table 1. These

indicate the occurrence of low lying broad features
between 26.6 eV and 27.2 eV, as found in earlier
work on mass-selected cluster cations (cf. [6,21]).
These features are consequently assigned to surface
excitations. A dominant window resonance is found
between 27.8 eV (see Fig. 1(c)) and 27.6 eV (see Fig.

Table 1
Assignment of the low lying spectral features occurring in the Ar
3s excitation regime of atomic argon, variable size argon clusters
of different average cluster size kNl, and solid argon (cf. Fig. 1).
Further details are given in the text

Absorbing species Energy/eV Assignment
21Atom 26.61 3s 4p
2127.98 3s 5p
21k80l 26.71 3s 4psurf. (norm.)
2126.96 3s 4psurf. ( tang.)
2127.64 3s 4pbulk
2127.75 3s 5psurf.
2128.12 3s 5pbulk

21k270l 26.64 3s 4psurf. (norm.)
2126.94 3s 4psurf. ( tang.)
2127.63 3s 4pbulk
2127.72 3s 5psurf.
2128.07 3s 5pbulk

21k750l 26.64 3s 4psurf. (norm.)
2126.96 3s 4psurf. ( tang.)
2127.61 3s 4pbulk
21Fig. 1. Total electron yield spectra of (a) atomic argon, (b) 28.05 3s 5pbulk

kNl5750; (c)–(e) after subtraction of the atomic component at 21Solid 27.51 3s 4pbulkkNl580, 270, and 750, respectively; (f) total electron yield 2128.01 3s 5pbulkspectrum of solid argon.
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1(e)), a higher lying weak feature is observed be- its radius, c is the scattering length for the neigh-
tween 28.12 eV (see Fig. 1(c)) and 28.05 eV (see Fig. boring atom, kr , sl is the electron density at thenl

1(e)). This is similar to the TEY spectrum of the shell, and l is a normalization factor. l is defined to0

solid (Fig. 1(f)). However, the spectra displayed in be equal to zero for the isolated atom and equals to
Fig. 1(c)–(e) clearly indicate that they are not one for an atom that is located in the bulk. Its
identical to that of the solid since all features that are variations highlight how atomic excitations convert
assigned to bulk excitations in clusters occur at into excitons in the solid with increasing surround-
higher energy than in the solid. These have not quite ings potential. The variation of l is illustrated for
the properties of the condensed phase, as will be Ar , which consists of seven shells in its perfect923

shown below in combination with model calculations icosahedral geometry. The surface layer corresponds
using the quasiatomic approach. to l50.4, the next inner shells give the following

21The behavior of the atomic 3s np excitations increase in l: 0.7, 0.9, and 0.98. The inner core of
(n54, 5, 6) is computed as a function of the the cluster consists of three shells, with l51. Atoms
surroundings impact parameter l [33,34] (see Fig. 2, inside the third coordination shell are consequently
dashed lines), which contains only short range treated identically in order to consider long-range
effects. l is in general a formal parameter, which can order effects. Additionally, an effective shielding of

21 2be interpreted as follows: l | l o (N c /R )kr , the Coulomb potential at the distance r is considered0 s s s nl
thsl, where N is the number of atoms in the s since the used pseudopotential of neighboring atomsS

coordination shell of the cluster, R corresponds to is not able to account for dipole-induced interactionss

between rare-gas atoms in the clusters. This results
in a constant potential outside the third coordination
shell providing a decrease in Ar 3s-ionization po-
tential at the transition from free atoms to solid

21argon. The energy dependencies for the 3s 4p and
213s 5p excitations on l are computed with this

potential that accounts for long range effects (cf.
solid lines in Fig. 2). These indicate a more complex
behavior than the short range effects. The common
energy scale in Fig. 2 is referenced to the corre-
sponding vacuum energy.

The experimental results on free argon clusters
21indicate a complex evolution of the atomic 3s np-

excitations as a function of the average cluster size
kNl. The calculated conversion (Fig. 2, dashed lines)

21of the 3s np states as a function of the surroundings
impact parameter l with respect to the first coordina-

21tion shell demonstrates that the 3s np excitations
evolve in terms of continuous blue-shifts as a
function of the l-parameter, i.e. cluster size. This is

¨similar to earlier work of Wormer et al., who used an
exciton model that was related to fluorescence
excitation experiments [12,13]. The present work
shows that the shift in energy is largest for the lowest
(n54) excitation and drops quickly for higher princi-

21 21Fig. 2. The conversion of Rydberg Ar 3s 4p and 3s 5p pal quantum number n as the influence of nearest
excitations into the excitons of solid argon as a function on the

neighbors on Rydberg states with large radii de-surroundings parameter l. The zero point of the common energy
creases. Any reversal of this behavior is not found onscale corresponds to the appropriate vacuum level. See text for

further details. the basis of short range effects. This implies within
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21 21the approximations that the excitations of higher the 3s 4p surface excitation. The 3s 5p surface
component is found at ¯27.75 eV. Both features loseRydberg states in clusters can be assigned to transi-
intensity as kNl is increased. (ii) The bulk excitationstions into antibonding cluster states. In addition, the

21calculations also indicate that there is a splitting d of are found at ¯27.6 eV (3s 4p) and ¯28.1 eV
21 21the surface resonances into a normal (3s np ) (3s 5p), respectively. Both features increase innorm.

21and tangential (3s np ) component. The intensity and approach the bulk limits with increas-tang.
213s np corresponds to the lowest energy com- ing kNl. Table 1 contains a summary of the ex-norm.

21ponent whereas the 3s np represents the highest perimental results and assignments that are in agree-tang.

energy component, which is slightly dependent on ment with the results based on the quasiatomic
the cluster size. d equals 0.28 eV, 0.18 eV, and 0.06 approach.
eV for n54, 5 and 6, respectively. A comparison Often a clear correlation between an atomic

21with the experimental data (cf. Fig. 1 and Table 1) n l nl excitation and an exciton in the solid be-0 0

shows that such splitting is observed, corresponding comes evident with increasing cluster size. Especial-
21to the lowest energy transitions in the 26.6–27.0 eV ly, the Ar 2p 4s-excitation [4,5] gives a typical3 / 2

regime. However, we have to conclude that on this example for the conversion of spatially strongly
level of theory, the computed conversion of the localized excited states [33,34]. This excitation is
atomic states into excitations of the bulk cannot built up from the superposition of surface and bulk
explain reasonably the experimentally observed de- resonances in clusters. Both features are blue-shifted

21pendence of the 3s np excitations as a function of with respect to the corresponding atomic transitions
kNl. Evidently, long-range effects on the conversion and show intensity ratios which linearly depend on
of atomic Rydberg states into bulk excitations must the ratio of the number of atoms on the surface and
be considered and demonstrate that the spectral in the bulk. The blue-shifts of both resonances
changes are due to changes in l. A non-monotonous relative to the corresponding atomic transition ener-
behavior of the resonances energies results in relative gies are rationalized by the increasing electron gas

21 21red-shifts of both 3s 4p and 3s 5p resonances, temperature at adiabatic stressing of the atomic
especially in the regime of l.0.8, i.e. in the bulk volume at the transition from isolated atom to the

21excitation regime. This is in agreement with the bulk [33,34]. As a result, the profile of the Ar 2p3 / 2

experimental results (cf. Fig. 1 and Table 1). For 4s-excitation provides a sensitive probe for the
small values of l the energy of the lowest excitation cluster shape, the density of structural defects, and

21 21(3s 4p) increases while that of the 3s 5p de- mechanisms of condensation [5]. This clear picture is
creases (cf. Fig. 2, solid lines). As a result, it is in contrast to the Ar 3s excitation, which is due to:
expected that both resonances approach each other as (i) the strong spatial localization of the 2p–4s
a function of kNl. For larger l the behavior of the transition, where the nearest neighbors dominate the

213s 5p resonance changes and a crossing of both effect of the surroundings, (ii) the strong energy
levels does not appear. For values of l that are close separation of this transition for atoms located on the
to 1 this separation is about 0.35 eV, which is in surface and in the bulk of clusters, and (iii) the
general agreement with the experimental results. non-degenerate final 4s-state allows to neglect the
This non-monotonous dependence is determined anisotropy of the surroundings. Going to high-lying
from the radial inhomogeneity of surroundings po- atomic excitations with larger radius and with higher
tential at large r. Finally, the conversion of the orbital momentum l their conversion is expected to

213s 6p state cannot be examined separately with be much more complicated because the radial in-
respect to higher-lying excitations and requires more homogeneity and local anisotropy of the cluster
detailed investigations. potential. This allows an additional splitting into

In summary, the model calculations give detailed normal and tangential components and their hybridi-
information on the evolution of resonant excitations zation with other l9 atomic states. Such behavior is
in the Ar 3s regime as a function of cluster size, expected to modify the energy dependence of these
which agrees with the experimental findings: (i) The high-lying states with cluster size, such as in the Ar
broad features at ¯26.6 eV and ¯26.9 eV are due to 3s regime. The conversion of excitations as a func-
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tion of cluster size in the inner-valence and core structure of the molecule is almost unchanged in the
excitation regime are of particular interest since they gas, clusters, and in the condensed phase, as can be
serve to obtain additional information on the local expected for molecular Van der Waals systems. The
electron-optical properties of matter. spectra are dominated by an intense N

1s→2pp (p*)-resonance, which is located at 400.96g

4.2. Molecular clusters eV [49]. High resolution spectroscopy of gaseous and
condensed nitrogen indicates that the N

4.2.1. Nitrogen clusters 1s→2pp (p*)-resonance consists of vibrational fineg

Fig. 3 shows a comparison of spectra of gaseous, structure [50–52]. There is no shift in energy be-
clustered, and solid nitrogen recorded in the N 1s tween the gas and the solid, rather than slight
excitation regime (390–440 eV). The spectra are changes in vibrational fine structure [51–53]. How-
similar to each other indicating that the electronic ever, the vibrational fine structure cannot be resolved

with the present setup. Above this main feature there
are Rydberg transitions converging to the N 1s
ionization energy (IE(N 1s) 5409.9 eV [54] IE(Ngas

1s) 5408.85 eV [53]; IE(N 1s) 5409.4 eVsolid cluster

[55]), which are also not resolved. Broad features in
the N is continuum occur in the isolated molecule
near 415 eV and 419 eV, respectively [50]. The
general shape of the continuum features is similar in
the gas, homogeneous and heterogeneous nitrogen
clusters, and in condensed molecules (cf. insert of
Fig. 3). However, small but characteristic differences
are observed in this spectral regime. These are
determined from photo-ion yields of mass-selected
cations. This technique needs to be applied in order
to suppress the detection of unclustered molecules,
which dominate the composition of the jet. This is
unlike the formation of atomic clusters, where a
considerably larger fraction of the jet is condensed in
clusters which have a different electronic structure
than the isolated atom, allowing the application of
total yield experiments (cf. Fig. 1). In the case of
nitrogen and its clusters, properties of the isolated

1molecule are visualized by the N -yield (cf. Fig. 3
bottom spectrum). This cation is predominantly
formed in the N 1s continuum by fission of the

1doubly charged molecule, yielding high N -intensity
in the N is continuum. Fig. 3 also contains photo-ion

1 1yields of N ?Ar and (N ) . Both cation yields are2 2 2Fig. 3. The N 1s excitation regime of gaseous nitrogen (bottom,
1 measured under similar expansion conditions (cf.N -yield), nitrogen clusters (middle: heterogeneous nitrogen/

1
1 Fig. 3). The heterodimer N ?Ar is evidently aargon clusters: (N ?Ar) -yield and homogeneous nitrogen clus- 22

1ters: (N ) -yield), and solid nitrogen (top: total electron yield of fragment of larger heterogeneous clusters containing2 2

multilayers). The insert shows the regime of the N 1s→s* both components N and Ar. Unfortunately, the2
excitation. The vertical dashed line indicates the position of the N composition of the neutral precursors cannot be
1s→s* shape-resonance in gaseous nitrogen. Experimental con-

obtained in a quantitative way. Additional experi-ditions of cluster formation: heterogeneous clusters: expansion of
ments using different mixing ratios between both9% Ar in N , T 5170 K, p 55 bar; homogeneous clusters:2 0 0

expansion of neat N , T 5170 K, p 55 bar. components indicate that the N 1s edge gets weak for2 0 0
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mixtures containing less than 50% of N [55]. This of the N 1s→s*-shape resonance is given below on2

behavior may point to the fact that the molecular the basis of the QA approach.
component is likely located in the bulk of the
clusters. It is consistent with the finding that the Ar 4.2.2. Carbon monoxide clusters
2p regime of such mixtures is essentially similar in Fig. 4 shows the C 1s excitation regime of carbon
shape to homogeneous argon clusters [55]. The monoxide (280–330 eV). Properties of the gaseous

1(N ) -yield is obtained from expansions of neat molecule are reflected by the total cation yield under2 2

nitrogen. It is also similar to the other yields shown conditions, where no clusters are present in the jet
in Fig. 3. Earlier work on homogeneous nitrogen (bottom spectrum). C 1s excited carbon monoxide
clusters has shown that changes in the neutral cluster clusters are obtained by expanding the neat sample,

1size distribution are reflected by an increase of the yielding masses of cluster cations (CO) , reachingN

continuum features with growing neutral cluster size up to N¯10 (top spectrum in Fig. 4). The spectra
[17]. This behavior reflects changes in fragmentation are, as in the case of nitrogen, in general similar in
mechanisms rather than changes in electronic struc- shape. Minor differences are found in the C 1s
ture. Intense core ionization continua in photo-ion continuum. There is a small, but visible shift of the
yields reflect fission processes of primarily doubly feature near 293.3 eV, which is due to excitation of
charged clusters, which decay into singly charged
small fragments. This effect is expected to become
more prominent with increasing cluster size, if small
fragment ions are selected for detection [17].

Small, but distinct differences in spectral shape are
found in Fig. 3 (insert) in the regime of the N
1s→s*-transition (419 eV in neat N ). These2

changes are easily determined even with low spectral
resolution. The results indicate that the N 1s→s*-
transition is narrower in the isolated molecule and in

1heterogeneous clusters (N ?Ar ) than in homoge-2
1neous clusters ((N ) ) and the condensed phase. In2 2

addition, there is also a characteristic blue-shift of
¯1 eV in homogeneous clusters that accompanies
the broadening of this resonance. These results are
also consistent with present (cf. Fig. 3) and earlier
work on condensed nitrogen [56], where an even
larger blue-shift of ¯1.5 eV is deduced. This result
is interpreted from the experimental viewpoint that
the N 1s→s*-regime is sensitive to the local sur-
roundings of the absorbing molecule in a cluster or
in the condensed phase. The similarity of the molec-

1ular spectrum and the N ?Ar -yield indicates that2

most likely isolated nitrogen molecules are contained
in the heteroclusters, which are surrounded by argon.
This explains also the finding that photo-ion yields of
homogeneous clusters resemble the condensed phase

Fig. 4. The C 1s excitation regime of gaseous carbon monoxidespectra. However, a detailed understanding of the
(bottom, total cation yield, no clusters present in the beam:processes affecting the spectral shapes cannot be 1T 5300 K, p 54 bar) and CO clusters (top: (CO) -yield: T 50 0 2 0obtained on the basis of experimental results, as 170 K, p 54.3 bar). The insert shows the regime of the C 1s→s*0

pointed out above for the Ar 3s regime. Therefore, a excitation. The vertical dashed line near 305 eV indicates the
detailed analysis of the spectral shape in the regime position of the C 1s→s*-resonance in gaseous CO.
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the lowest p-Rydberg states in the molecule [57].
This feature is slightly blue-shifted and lower in
intensity in the cluster cation yield. Similarly, the
resonance which is observed in the molecular spec-
trum near 295 eV is not found in the cluster cation
yield. These results are in line with earlier work on
molecular clusters, where it is found that the intensi-
ty of Rydberg transitions is efficiently damped
[58,59]. A blue-shift of these features is pointing to
lower term values in clusters, especially since the
core ionization energies are expected to be lowered
in clusters compared to the gas phase molecules [55].
Another difference in shape between molecular and
cluster properties is found near 300.7 eV, where a
double excitation feature is found in earlier work
[49]. This feature is expected to consist of multiple
lines, which are related to the p*- and 5s Rydberg-
transitions of NO, similar to recent high resolution
work on molecular nitrogen [50]. These features
cannot be resolved, but decreased intensity in the
cluster spectra indicates that this feature is likely to
be related to double excitations involving Rydberg
transitions. The C 1s→s*-transition is located near
305 eV. Its shape is unchanged when comparing the
gas phase spectrum with that of clusters. This is
unlike the above mentioned results on nitrogen
clusters. The O 1s excitation regime in molecular

Fig. 5. The O 1s excitation regime of gaseous carbon monoxide
and clustered CO is shown in Fig. 5. Both spectra are (bottom, total cation yield, no clusters present in the beam:

1 1almost identical in shape and there is no shift of the T 5190 K, p 51.5 bar) and CO clusters (top: (CO) -(CO) -0 0 2 10

yield: T 5170 K, p 54.6 bar). The vertical dashed line indicatesO 1s→s* transition in clusters relative to the bare 0 0

the position of the O 1s→s*-resonance in gaseous CO.molecule. This is likely to some extent due to the
poor spectral resolution in the O 1s regime (cf.
Experimental Section). Therefore, subtle molecule- resonance in condensed nitrogen and homogeneous
cluster shifts cannot be resolved with the present clusters. The blue-shift above the N 1s ionization
setup. energy is found to be considerable, since earlier

work on ZEKE photoelectron spectroscopy on
4.2.3. Dynamic properties of s* shape-resonances homogeneous nitrogen clusters has shown that the N

Excitations into unoccupied molecular orbitals, 1s ionization energy is red-shifted by at least 0.6 eV
such as the N 1s→p*-transition and N 1s→s* compared to the free molecule [55]. If this red-shift
shape-resonance are tightly connected with the in ionization energy is added to the blue-shift in
atomic N 1s→2p transition. Therefore both transi- s*-energy (¯1 eV in nitrogen clusters (cf. Fig. 3)),
tions are strongly spatially localized within the one obtains a total blue-shift .1.5 eV. A consider-
molecular system, which is unlike Rydberg excita- able shortening of the N≡N-bond length in clusters
tions. It has been shown earlier that there are and the condensed phase would be the implication of
empirical correlations with the position of the s* this result, using simple empirical bond length
shape-resonance and the corresponding bond length correlations [24]. This would imply that the N≡N-

˚[24,60–62]. We have attempted to use this correla- bond length decreases from 1.095 A in the free
˚tion for the observed blue-shift of the s* shape- molecule to about 1.05 A in clusters, and even less in
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the condensed phase. This change in bond length and
becomes smaller, if the shift in energy is referenced

T 4 t . (5)hto the N 1s→2pp (p*)-transition, since this featureg
21is found to be almost constant in energy [53]. The Approximately, T | mR v , where m is the mul-mol

resulting shortening in N≡N-bond will be at least tiplicity of intramolecular photoelectron scattering, v
21˚0.02 A, which is also regarded to be unrealistic for is the photoelectron velocity, and t | (DE ) [64].h c

Van der Waals systems, such as solid nitrogen, where DE is the energy separation between the 1s andc g˚a N≡N-bond length of 1.10 A is reported from earlier 1s orbitals, where both cases allow a time in-u
experiments [63]. Therefore, energy shifts of the dependent description of the excitation. The inequali-
s*-shape resonance cannot be treated as an indica- ty (4) is predominantly valid for core-excitation
tion for massive changes in bond length. Conse- continua, where fast photoelectrons are emitted in
quently, we assign the blue-shift in s*-energy in the weakly bound systems. It describes the trapped
following on the basis of the QA approach consider- photoelectron by the molecular ion of broken sym-
ing dynamic properties of shape resonances. metry, which is the result of strong core–hole

The equivalence of atomic sites in the electronic localization on one of the equivalent atoms. There-
ground state of a polyatomic molecule, which may fore, core-excitation of homonuclear molecules be-
be located in a homogeneous cluster, implies that haves similar to heteronuclear molecules, so that
there is an equal probability for excitations from equivalent atomic sites can be regarded as incoherent
each atom. Therefore, inner-shell excitations and sources of photoelectron waves. The sum of in-
subsequent photoionization processes are initiated in dependent fluxes of electron waves from different
such systems in one of the equivalent atoms. The equivalent sites is given by Eq. (6) [29,30]:
relevant photoelectron wave function C is repre-

2J |O uF u (6)sented by the sum over all equivalent sites ( j) [30]: j
j

C 5O F (t 2 t 2 t) (3)j j Spectral changes of the flux J are due to thej

incoherent intramolecular interference of photoelec-
The different time dependences of quasi-atomic tron waves, resulting in shape resonances in absorp-
wave functions F in Eq. (3) is used to account forj tion and ionization cross sections.
dynamic core–hole localization, where t is thej The inequality (5) is valid for the near-edge
beginning of core ionization. Another time depen- regime (low v) in strongly bound systems (short
dence t takes changes in core–hole localization into interatomic distances). In this case, the photoelectron
account. t is determined by the hopping time t andh is trapped in the molecular ion potential, where the
the timescales t and t , which are characterized bye n vacancy is delocalized as a result of fast core–hole
the core–hole electronic decay and the relaxation of hopping. Therefore, the symmetry of the molecular
the nuclear subsystem, respectively. In addition, we ion is quickly restored. Equivalent atomic sites are
introduce for shape resonances the trapping time T regarded in this case as equivalent, coherent sources
which corresponds to the interaction of the photo- of photoelectron waves:
electron with the short range molecular potential. T

2depends on coupling with the underlying continuum J | O F (7)jU U
jstates for Rydberg excitations. Thus a competition

between the various relevant timescales (t , t , t ,h e n Hence, no contradiction between the localized and
and T ) controls the dynamic properties of photoexci- delocalized descriptions appears if core-excitations
tation processes, where it is assumed that ut 2 t u 41 2 are regarded as time-dependent processes. In general,
max(t , t , t , and T ). Two limiting cases can beh e n the photoelectron moves in a time-dependent po-
distinguished, if core–hole excitations are regarded tential of varying symmetry which cannot be as-
as one-electron phenomena and molecular relaxation signed to a fixed point group. We note that these
is neglected: considerations are still quite crude since core–hole
T < t (4) relaxation needs to be considered as well [65]. Augerh
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and radiative decays produce vacancies in upper process collapses in the case of O 1s-excited CO .2

electronic shells. These are known to be strongly The origin of these results is found in different
delocalized in molecular systems, so that electronic dynamic properties of the shape resonances [30],
relaxation tends to restore the ground state symme- which are connected with the dominance of the
try. In contrast, relaxation of nuclear subsystems antisymmetric stretching mode in O 1s-excited car-
tends to retain the broken molecular symmetry, since bon dioxide [66]. The asymmetric motion is gener-
the creation of an electron–hole pair disturbs the ated simultaneously with O 1s-core hole and keeps
balance of electrostatic forces keeping the ground the broken inversion symmetry of the core-excited
state symmetry. The residual asymmetric force aris- molecule, which is also reflected by specific photo-
ing simultaneously with the core–hole leads to an emission channels. In contrast, the appearance of

11 11asymmetric motion of the atoms in a molecule. This asymmetric (NN) - and (NN) -configurations
means that core–hole relaxation in molecules leads requires large interatomic separations so that they
to enhancements of both localization and delocaliza- cannot be excited simultaneously with the creation of
tion in shape resonances. These processes are illus- a N 1s core–hole. Evidence for this assumption
trated using the example of 1s-shell photoexcitation comes from recent work on photoexcited oxygen
of nitrogen in the N 1s continuum, where post- [67], where it is demonstrated that low kinetic
collision interaction between the photoelectron (e ) energy photoelectrons move predominantly into theph

1and the Auger electron (e ) are neglected: asymmetric O –O-channel. This dynamic considera-A

tion is in general consistent with previous work of
11(N ) 1 e 1 e (s) Miranda et al. who used a molecular orbital approach2 ph A1N 1 hn → N N → (8a)112 1s in order to take core–hole delocalization into account(NN) 1 e 1 e (a)ph A

for the K-shell excitation of nitrogen and carbon
dioxide [68].The other nitrogen site is excited with the same

The spectral distribution of oscillator strengths ofprobability:
X-ray transitions depends not as strong on g as the

11(N ) 1 e 1 e (s)2 ph A angular dependence of photoelectron emission [30].1N 1 hn → NN → (8b)112 1s Consistently, the XANES of N is properly de-(NN) 1 e 1 e (a) 2ph A
scribed using for the core-excited molecular states

Two symmetric (s) and two asymmetric (a) channels C - [69] and D -symmetry [70], respectively. The`v `h

with D - and C -symmetry are formed via core- g-dependence of shape resonances in absorption is`h `v
11excitation. These are denoted in Eq. (8a,b) as (N ) rationalized by the amplitudes B as a function of2 lml 9m9

11and (NN) , respectively. The dynamic symmetry g. Considering that the delocalization of core-excita-
of photoexcitation depends on the branching ratio g tion implies the appearance of coherent sources in
between the s- and a-channels, which is obtained the surroundings, B (g ) obeys Eq. (1) with thelml 9m9

from ratio of fluxes in these channels (cf. Eqs. (6) optical surroundings potential
and (7)). Therefore, g corresponds to the ratio of the

optW 5 W 2 iU, (9)coherent-to-incoherent intramolecular interference of
the photoelectron waves. This dynamic picture can

where negative values for the imaginary part are
be approximated by superimposing the excitations

used [33,46]. U(E, g ) corresponds to the increase in
into symmetric and asymmetric molecular configura-

photoelectron flux coming from the surroundings to
tions, which are described in terms of quasi-station-

the absorber, where neighboring coherent sources
ary states [30]. Recent work on angular distributions

lead to an additional phase shift b of the photoelec-
of photoelectrons of fixed-in-space N and CO has2 2 tron waves [71]:
shown that the N 1s- and O 1s-s*-resonances give

21 21 21g-values of ¯3.2 and ¯0.4, respectively [30]. These b 5 tan (2z 1 y) 2 tan (2z) 2 tan ( y), (10)
results are a clear indication for the fact that the
photoelectron current is mainly in the symmetric where the zeroth range potential approximation to

21 21channel in the case of N 1s-excited N , whereas this neighboring atoms z 5 kW and y 5 UW is ap-2
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plied. If b .0, as in the case of N , delocalization in observed in partial and total yield spectra. We have2
21the regime of shape resonances (W .0) leads to its shown that the 3s np excitations (with n54, 5, 6)

red-shift, which increases with g. Thus, one expects in free argon clusters give rise to size dependent
s afor the s- and a-channels that E ,E . shifts, which do not follow a monotonous blue-shift,shape-res shape-res

The contribution of the a-channel to the shape as in the case of the Ar 2p-Rydberg transitions.
resonance is expected to increase in clusters Therefore, this complicated spectral behavior cannot
(g ,g ). We infer from this a blue-shift for be assigned exclusively on the basis of experimentalcluster molecule

the shape resonance in nitrogen clusters relative to material. The QA approach has served to rationalize
the transitions in the isolated molecules: both blue- and red-shifts of the size-dependent

transitions in variable size clusters. The blue-shift ise6E 2 E . 0 (11)shape-res, cluster shape-res, molecule due to screening of the Coulomb potential of the
The dominance of the symmetric channel in the N core-ionized atom by its neighbors, resulting in an

21 *1s s -resonance in free nitrogen [30] allows to adiabatic stressing of the atomic volume in theu

rationalize the large blue-shift in clusters and in the condensed phase, whereas a red-shift is due to the
condensed phase. polarization of atoms in clusters and solids. 1s

The application of these considerations leads to excitation of nitrogen and carbon monoxide clusters
the result, that different dynamic properties of the C are also investigated in the present work. The
1s shape resonances in CO are obtained. Especially, spectral shapes are similar in the gas, clusters, and in

21the e-shift does not exist for the C 1s s*-, O the condensed phase. Nevertheless, the results indi-
211s s*-resonances in carbon monoxide and its clus- cate that (i) there are spectral changes in the regimes

ters, since only the asymmetric channel is excited. of Rydberg (Ryd) and related double excitation
21 21 21 *These results on energy shifts in s*-resonances are (1s Val p*Ryd) and (ii) the N 1s s -resonanceu

in accordance with the experimental results on is blue-shifted in clusters and in the condensed
nitrogen and carbon monoxide clusters. phase. This is evidently not due to molecular geome-

We conclude that the blue-shift of the s*-shape try changes. These shifts in energy are found to be a
resonance in homogeneous nitrogen clusters and in result of dynamic properties of the core-excited
the corresponding condensed phase is most likely not states. The e-shift is interpreted as evidence for a
a result of a considerable change in the molecular dynamic phenomenon which is closely related to
bond length, rather than a result of dynamic prop- core–hole localization and core–hole symmetry
erties of this continuum resonance. Consistently, bare breaking in strongly bound molecular systems with
carbon monoxide and its clusters show no spectral equivalent atomic sites, such as nitrogen. Specifical-
shift. We also note that positive values of U are ly, it is shown that the low-symmetry cluster po-
responsible for a dissipation of the photoelectron tential gives rise to (i) dynamic core–hole localiza-
waves in the surroundings [71]. The dissipation will tion on one of the equivalent atoms in N and (ii)2

increase in clusters and in the condensed phase and incoherent intramolecular interferences of photoelec-
21will lead to a general blue-shift of shape resonances. tron waves at the N 1s s*-shape resonance. These

21 *This is further support for the conclusion that changes in dynamic properties of the N 1s s -u

dynamic properties dominate this spectral regime, resonance lead to a significant blue-shift in homoge-
especially since blue-shifts of the s*-shape reso- neous clusters as well as in condensed nitrogen. In
nance are only observed in nitrogen clusters as well contrast, the localization of C 1s- and the O 1s-core
as in the condensed molecule. hole in bare CO and its clusters does not change.

Therefore there is no e-shift of the shape resonance
energy in free clusters compared to the molecule.

5. Conclusions The present results can be used to predict size
effects in other molecular clusters which contain

The experimental and theoretical study on atomic small molecules with respect to dynamic properties
and molecular clusters in the core excitation regime of shape resonances. In the case of CO an increase2

21has shown that several size-dependent properties are of the O 1s core hole localization in clusters and in
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